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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNIE: THANK YOU for the opportunity to talk about the Biodiversity Heritage Library.  Our talk reflects the work of many colleagues across the globe.  In particular: MK, TRS, WU



What is the Biodiversity Heritage 
Library? 

Internet 
Archive 

• Extensive 
• Open 
• Global 
• Linked 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNIE  BHL is an EXTENSIVE and growing repository of biodiversity literature.  The content includes digitised biodiversity literature  dating back to the 15th  century, current copyrighted material and open access links to some born digital content that cannot currently be ingested (SciELO, Pensoft Press, RJB))BHL is fully open access under creative commons license. BHL  has global coverage and a global virtual organization BHL links to other regional and global initiatives, examples on the slide but not exclusive  also Cetaf/GBIF.  First funded through grants received by the Encyclopedia of Life. Partner with the Internet Archive for storage and scanning.The original driver for setting up BHL was to support predominantly scientific users and researchers and assist in resolving the taxonomic impediment.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNIEBHL is a VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION loosely formed collaborative community of museums, libraries, research and other institutions across the globe.  NO institutional mandate, just passion for the BHL Central is formed by 19 organizations in US and UK: governed by  members, advised by affiliates with an elected steering committee. Annual member meeting supplemented by conference calls. PM, PD  TAG/tech director, Collections/CM, Staff committee.  Working  Committees populated by volunteers from the member and affiliate institutions.Global BHL includes BHL central and the other nodes you see here.  Each node is self-sustaining and self-governed but there is an elected global steering committee that meets annually.Sustainability plan – membership subscriptions form  core for operational/administration/technical.  Strength -by working together more likely to achieve long term sustainability, growth and on-going development of content and technical infrastructure



• Scientific descriptions of 
animals, plants, nature in 
general (Taxonomic 
literature) 

• Type in a taxon name and 
find all detected 
occurrences in the text 
corpus. 

• Systematic biology is 
easier for scientists—the 
taxonomic impediment is 
resolved. 
 

 

BHL=Libraries, Technology & Science 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JANE: Originally developed for our science users and reserachers, BHL has has grown to be used by those from many different disciplines and interests and general public.  The promary purpose of BHL is to support taxonomy and systematics in natural history and addresses somthing that is known as the taxonomic impediment.  Tackling the taxonomic impediment means making the scientific species names in the lieterature and data bases held in libraries and institutions (predominantly in the northern hemisphere) available and accessible to scientists –whereever there are working in the world.   The literature and data scientists need is often in older  material – the historical literature is as relevant as the newly published content.  In other words years of work – often travelling across continents to view material – can be compressed by searching the content on BHL.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
JANE: Demonstration  This is an example of how we link out and enable deep linking to the taxonomic intelligence held in BHL content. Extracting the scientific Names to support researchers – data mining.The scientific name in the text is highlighted and linked related to the relevant pages on the EOL (Encylopedia of Life). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JANE:Here is a model of the BHL Architecture.   We aim for long term sustainability.  Therefore working with technology partners.  Internet Archive is a key partner.  In addition to scanning items through the IA Scribes – creating images, associated metadata and linking to existing catalogue data, the IA also acts of the repository for BHL content.   The middle section of the model shows where the BHL partners and contributors take that content into the BHL database and enhance and add to it to create the resources delivered via the BHL portals.  For example geo referencing, species namefinding etc.  The top section shows the user interface. Aim is ease of access, discoverability etc.



Who is the BHL? 

• BHL Central:  newest members are 
Washington University, University of Illinois & 
National Library of Singapore 

• BHL Global:  Africa, Australia, Brazil, China, 
Egypt, Europe, Singapore  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNIE Common collection development policy. Actively curated and focused content;  curated collections within collections allow ITUNES U, for instanceContent deposited by partners and others (Camb Univ—Darwin’s Library collection)Other Internet Archive content ingested using carefully defined criteriaWhat is restricted is the subject matter we are open to where we get it from.



Biodiversity Heritage Library 

• Where is the data? 
• How big is BHL? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JANE: So where is the data is the data?Already mentioned the Internet Archive – they hold the complete "master copy”.  Smithsonian Libraries hold a complete dark archive copy of all BHL content in dark archive and pull in the new content on a weekly basis.  There are also partial copies of the content held in the regional hubs – which have not been updated since 2013, Bibliotheca Alexandrina in Egypt, London for BHL-Europe. These are a legacy of an earlier repository and portal model where there would be mirrored content in each regional hub with separate portals. Also, Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) has a complete metadata repository and Europeana has a partial metadata repository also via NHM London. How big is BHL?  BHL holds:71.2 TB 76,868 titles138,892 volumes; 43,784,502 pagesUsage:Collectively we make our physical material available to wider users/audiences in a way that could only be possible through personal visits to our libraries.  We still have a way to go and also have unpublished potential in special collections – manuscripts/field notes etc.An example -NHM has contributed over 3 million pages so far – and each month averaging 70,000-80,000 downloads and hits on that content alone.



 
 • Public Domain 

• Publisher Agreements 
• US Titles: 249 
• UK Titles: 69 

–TOTAL TITLES: 318 
• US Licensors: 92 
• UK Licensors: 41 

–TOTAL LICENSORS: 133 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JANECopyright does impact on our ability to contribute and ingest content.  Copyright legislation varies across the globe therefore we have been careful to establish a Copyright and licence framework that reflects those regional differences but provide a common approach all contributors can sign up to.  It is a framework that can be updated as the landscape changes and includes a clear take down policy.BHL-Europe funded  a work package specifically to develop Copyright framework and guidance for EU partners.Permissions sought from rights holders for material still in Copyright. An example of how the Legislation continually changing – is the amendments to UK Copyright legislation allowing exceptions to Copyright for Libraries Archives and Museums coming into effect June 2014 – which will enable the digitisation and data mining of in-Copyright material for research/private use purposes.



BHL & Social Tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JANE This is how we work.  Social media and tools support both our back-end and front-facing activities and enable us to operate as a virtual organisation and research resource.   We have already mentioned actively digitally curating collections and the social media environment enables us to share and develop common approaches standards, be clear about roles and responsibilities across colleagues.  This is also how we share that information in our internal virtual organisation (Wiki)We also use this environment to actively seek input, feedback and seek user engagement.  Used to conduct user surveys;  feedback through issue-tracking software; seek active participation in development of virtual resource and organization; involve in and distribute outcomes from events such as Life and Literature Conference, library, science.  Seek volunteers, including crowd source participants.



Grants 

• Connecting Content: A Collaboration to Link Field 
Notes & Published Literature 

• The Art of Life: Data Mining & Crowdsourcing the 
Identification & Description of Natural History 
Illustrations from the Biodiversity Heritage Library 

• Purposeful Gaming & BHL:  engaging the public in 
improving & enhancing access to digital texts 

• Digging into Data: Mining Biodiversity Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNIE: On-going part of funding plan is to seek grants collectively and through individual institutions to enable content development (digitisation and ingest), user support/tools and content enrichment (crowdsourcing OCR correction, for example).   



BHL Flickr 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNIE: Images are some of the most requested content on BHL,  So we populated Flickr pages (too manual!).   Rreaches new audiences – outside Science.  Art of Life grant:  automate image discovery in the corpus and apply metadata to make images searchable.



 
 

http://mczbase.mcz.harvard.edu/guid/MCZ:Bird:230252 

Connecting Content 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONNIE: LINKING  science , library and archives—another grant funded project allowed us to  link field notes, specimens and publications of selected scientists.

http://mczbase.mcz.harvard.edu/guid/MCZ:Bird:230252


Questions? Extensive  Open  Global  Linked 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JANE: SummaryExtensive, open, global, linked  - strength/longevity through the members (sustainability)



Links 
BHL website:  http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/ 
 
BHL Blog:  http://blog.biodiversitylibrary.org/ 
 
BHL content on Flicker:     http://www.flickr.com/photos/biodivlibrary/sets/ 
 
Encyclopedia of Life:  http://eol.org/ 
 
Speaker contacts:   
Connie Rinaldo:  crinaldo@oeb.harvard.edu  
 
Jane Smith:  Jane.Smith@nhm.ac.uk 
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